New Course Offering: Second Session Spring 2022

EEOB 5194 Bioacoustics of Ohio I: Practical Bioacoustics in the Field

**Lecture:** Wednesdays 10:20 to 11:15 am, Cunz 180

**Outdoor Lab:** Fridays 8:30 am to 12:30 pm

2 credit hours

**Instructors:**
Dr. Kaiya Provost, provost.27@osu.edu
Dr. Bryan Carstens, carstens.12@osu.edu

Study the birds of Ohio and their songs, learn to record animal sounds, and contribute to actual bioacoustics research at the Borror Laboratory of Bioacoustics!

**Course Features and Topics:**
Weekly Outdoor Labs around Columbus
Two Weekend Field Trips
Opportunity to be on Published Research*
No Expensive Course Fee, No Textbook
Analog and Digital Recording Equipment
History and Ethics of Bioacoustics
Current Research at OSU

**For more information, please contact**
Dr. Kaiya Provost (provost.27@osu.edu)

*We encourage students who sign up for EEOB 5194 to sign up for EEOB 3193 (undergraduate) or EEOB 8896.04 (graduate) which is a research and writing seminar being held Summer 2022